Abstract
Introduction
In many applications of wireless sensor networks (WSN), the base station (the sink) needs to gather the monitoring results from the network periodically. Usually it is unessential for the sink to collect all the raw data packets produced by the sensor nodes. Instead, the sink may only concentrate on some statistical information about the monitoring results, such as the MAX (or MIN, AVG and so on) value among the numerous data packets [6] . At such circumstances, data aggregation is adopted, in which data packets produced by different sensor nodes are compressed or aggregated at the intermediate nodes along the path to the sink. Data aggregation decreases the amount of packets transmitted in the network and hence economizes lots of energy notably. However, data aggregation is a time-consuming operation mainly for two reasons. The first is that the intermediate nodes have to wait packets from some other nodes for aggregation. The second is that the interference among adjacent transmission links may be severe and hence lead to collisions and retransmissions. In order to minimize the total delay for the sink to obtain the aggregated monitoring result, data aggregation scheduling is extensively researched to supply a collision-free scheduling for concurrent transmission links under certain interference constraints [8] . This is the so called Minimum Latency Aggregation Scheduling (MLAS) problem, which is proved to be NPhard in [4] and has been extensively investigated in [1, [3] [4] [8] [9] . However, previous works on this topic usually assume that the sensor nodes are awake all the time and able to receive or transmit packets whenever they need to, which is, however, impractical when taking into account that sensor nodes are limited by power and idle listening consumes as much energy as wireless communication [16] .
Related Works
Data aggregation, defined as the global process of gathering and routing information through a multi-hop network, as well as processing data at intermediate nodes with the objective of reducing energy consumption [1] , has been well studied in recent years. Most of the work on this topic is based on a data aggregation tree. Wu et al. [15] prove that constructing a maximum lifetime aggregation tree is NPhard and propose a near-optimal polynomial algorithm. Tung-Wei Kuo et al. [11] prove that constructing an aggregation tree with minimum energy cost of data transmission is NP-hard and propose a O(1)-approximation algorithm for it. Li et al. [5] study the problem of data gathering with optional aggregation, aiming to maximizing the lifetime.
Due to the broadcast nature and interference of wireless transmission, data aggregation often suffers from collisions. To avoid collisions, the MLAS problem is proposed and studied. MLAS means to assign each node with a transmitting slot and ensure that collisions do not occur, meanwhile minimizing the aggregation time. Chen et al. [4] prove that the MLAS problem is NP-hard and propose a scheduling algorithm with an upper bound of (∆− 1) R time slots, where ∆ is the maximum node degree and R is the network radius. Afterwards, Huang et al. [8] and Wan et al. [13] propose improved scheduling algorithms with upper bounds of 23R+∆-18 and 15R+∆-4, respectively. Yu et al. [3] propose the first distributed scheduling algorithm with an upper bound of 48R+6∆+16, which is further improved by Li et al. [9] and Xu et al. [14] . The latest work on MLAS is done by Bagaa et al. [1] , which differs from the previous work in adopting semi-structured and un-structured topology for data aggregation.
Problem Definition

System Model
We model the sensor network as a connected graph ( , ) G V E . V is the set of vertexes indicating the sensor nodes (including the sink In the duty-cycling model, nodes wake and sleep periodically. We assume that the total lifetime of a node is divided into multiple working periods with the same length. A working period is further divided into || P time slots. A time slot is long enough for transmitting and receiving one packet. During a working period, a node is awake for one time slot (called active slot) and asleep for the rest. In dc-WSN, nodes can send data at any time slot but can only receive data when they are in the active slot. Thus the transmission between the sender u and the receiver v in dc-WSN is successful if and only if the following two rules are satisfied: (1) Transmission-Matching Rule: the transmitting slot of u should match with the active slot of v , (2) Collision-Free Rule: the transmission is collision-free, which means that v is not in the interference range of any other node which is transmitting synchronously with u .
Suppose that the nodes are homogenous with the same transmission radius of r . We consider the protocol interference model [7] , in which the interference range of node u is a circle with centre to u . For simplicity, we assume the interference radius I rr  , which means that the interference range is the same as the transmission range.
Problem Formulation
Let ,
A B V  and AB . We say data is aggregated from A to B at the time slot t during the working period w if all the nodes in A transmit data to some nodes in B synchronously and without suffering from any interference. We call A the Synchronous Sender Set (SSS). The goal of data aggregation is to aggregate all the data from \ s Vv to s v . To achieve it, we employ aggregation scheduling algorithm to find a sequence of 
for all ( , ) ij ranging from (1, 1) to ( , ) wt and the data is ultimately aggregated to s v in w working periods.
Aggregation scheduling in dc-WSN is to find the sequence with the shortest time, i.e. to minimize w . Note that if || P =1, the aggregation scheduling problem in dc-WSN turns out to be the original MLAS problem, which has been proven to be NP-hard in []. As the aggregation scheduling problem in dc-WSN is a general version of MLAS (|| P ≥1), so it is also NP-hard, according to [2] .
Related Preliminary
In this section, we introduce some graph theory based notations that will be used throughout the paper. The radius R of ( , ) 
Data Aggregation Scheduling Algorithms
Our aggregation scheduling algorithms consist of two phases. First, a data aggregation tree is constructed. Second, aggregation scheduling is performed based on the constructed tree. We adopt an existing approach or the first phase and the second phase is the key part of this paper.
Data Aggregation Tree Construction
We adopt an existing approach proposed by Wan et al. [12] to construct a data aggregation tree ( , )
TT T V E from ( , )
G V E . In the approach, the authors select a CDS from V as the virtual backbone of an ad hoc network by the way of picking a MIS first and then a few connectors to interconnect the nodes in MIS. The main steps of the approach are summarized as follows.
(1) The nodes in (3) After each WHITE node is connected to one of its adjacent BLACK nodes randomly, the data aggregation tree based on a reduced CDS is produced. We can easily obtain some properties that lie in the constructed tree as follows.
a) Each WHITE node has a parent marked BLACK.
b) Each BLACK node except for the sink has a parent marked GREY.
c) Each GREY node has a parent marked BLACK.
Aggregation Scheduling Algorithms
The goal of data aggregation scheduling is to minimize the total delay through seeking a sequence of Synchronous Sender Sets (SSS). These sets should comply with the Transmission-Matching Rule and Collision-Free Rule stated in Section 3.1. In the Transmission-Matching Rule, the transmitting slots of the senders, which are the schedule objects, should match the active slots of the receivers. So the active slot of a node during a working period in dc-WSN is of great importance on the schedule strategy and hence impacts the total delay of data aggregation. Therefore, we consider the following two cases of dc-WSN.
 Dc-WSN with predetermined active slot: the active slot during a working period is predetermined for each node after the network is deployed, and our algorithm takes it as an input for scheduling the transmitting slots of the senders.
 Dc-WSN with Schedulable Active Slot: the active slot during a working period is not predetermined and can be scheduled jointly with the transmitting slots of the senders for achieving a combinational schedule strategy.
We propose two Greedy Aggregation Scheduling algorithms, namely GAS-PAS and GAS-SAS for dc-WSN with Predetermined Active Slot and dc-WSN with Schedulable Active Slot, respectively.
GAS-PAS
In GAS-PAS, we divide the global aggregation scheduling problem into a series of sub-problems. Each problem can be solved by calling a common Greedy Scheduling Sub-Procedure (GSSP) to generate a collision-free schedule sequence for an input sender set. We first introduce GSSP, the pseudo-code of which is given in Algorithm 1. u . We take Figure 1 for example. Nodes 1, 2, 4, 7 are senders. Nodes 2, 3, 5 are receivers and assumed to be awake at the same time slot during a working period. Supposing that sender 1 has been scheduled to transmit, collisions will be generated at the receivers 2, 2 and 5 respectively if the sender 3, 4 and 7 are scheduled simultaneously with sender 1. Thus senders 3, 4 and 7 are all conflicting nodes of sender 1 and should be scheduled later.
Figure 1. An Example of the Three Cases of Conflicting Nodes
For dc-WSN with predetermined active slot, our scheduling algorithm GAS-PAS is proposed, which schedules the WHITE nodes first and then deals with the BLACK and GREY nodes. The pseudo-code of GAS-PAS is given in Algorithm 2. GAS-PAS starts from scheduling the WHITE nodes by calling GSSP. After the WHITE nodes are scheduled, they are removed. The remainder tree '
T will only contain BLACK and GREY nodes. We then schedule the remainder nodes in T layer by layer also by calling GSSP. Let the set () 
Algorithm 2 GAS-PAS (G, T)
Input:
Note: ' d is the depth of the remainder tree '
T where the WHITE nodes have been removed.
GAS-SAS
For dc-WSN with schedulable active slot, we propose GAS-SAS to generate a collision-free schedule with the minimum delay. GAS-SAS is similar with GAS-PAS in the form of scheduling layer by layer. The main difference lies in the sub-procedure GAS-SAS calls, which changes the sorely scheduling of the senders to jointly scheduling of both the senders and the receivers. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo-code of the Modified Greedy Scheduling Sub-Procedure (MGSSP) called by GAS-SAS.
In MGSSP, we try to schedule as much nodes as possible that can transmit at the same slot ranging from 1 to || P during the same working period. We use two temporary sets in MGSSP, namely M1 and M2, which contain the senders that are scheduled in one slot during the same working period and the senders that are scheduled in any time slot during the same working period, respectively. To achieve it, we first randomly pick a node from A , add it to 1 M and remove it from A . For each node in A which satisfies the following two conditions: (a) be collision-free with any node in 1 M , (b) has a G and a data aggregation tree 
Algorithm 4 GAS-SAS (G, T)
Input: ( , ) G V E ,T .
is the depth of the remainder tree '
Algorithm Analysis
In this section we present detailed analyses about the latency bounds of GAS-PAS and GAS-SAS, which are of great importance on the efficiency of our algorithms.
Lemma 1 Let
A and B be the input sender set and receiver set of GSSP, respectively. 
This finishes the proof.
Lemma 3
After removing the WHITE nodes from the data aggregation tree
be the depth of the remainder tree '
R is network radius of G . PROOF. As the sink in G is BLACK, so all its neighbours are GREY. Thus the number of layers in which BLACK nodes exist does not exceed R (Layer 0 is included). For every two adjacent layers of BLACK nodes, there exists at most one layer of GREY nodes that interconnect the disjointed BLACK nodes. So the number of layers where GREY nodes exist does not exceed R-1. Hence in ' T , the total number of layers does not exceed 2R-1, implying that the depth does not exceed 2R-2, so we have ' 2( 1) d R
 .It is easy to find that in '
T , the nodes in the even layer are all BLACK and the nodes in the odd layer are all GREY, and the total number of layers is odd. This finishes the proof.
Lemma 4 [8] A GREY node is adjacent to at most 5 BLACK nodes in G.
Lemma 5 [8] Suppose that u, v and w are BLACK nodes in G, and both v and w are within two-hops of u. Let ' v and ' w be the corresponding GREY nodes which interconnect v and w with u, respectively. Then either ' v is adjacent to w or ' w is adjacent to v, if 
i is even and i >0 12, i = 0 PROOF. We prove Lemma 6 based on Lemm4 and Lemm5. According to Lemma 4, a GREY node is adjacent to at most 5 BLACK nodes. Note that a GREY node has a BLACK parent in its upper layer, so it is adjacent to at most 4 BLACK nodes in its lower layer. As the nodes in the odd layer are GREY and the nodes in the even layer are BLACK, so for the odd layer i, node u (GREY) is adjacent to at most 4 nodes (BLACK) in layer i+1, i.e., () i u  <= 4. According to Lemma 5, we can figure out that a BLACK node is adjacent to at most 12 GREY nodes in '
T . We prove this by contradiction. Assume that a BALCK node u is adjacent to n (n >= 13) GREY nodes. For each GREY node, it is not removed because that there exists at least one BLACK node which can only use it to connect with its dominator. So there are at least n BLACK nodes that can only use each of the n GREY nodes to connect with the corresponding dominators. With drawer principle, there exist two BLACK nodes v and w within two-hops of u that satisfy 2 1 2arcsin , ( 13) . 4 vuw n n     According Lemma 5, either v is adjacent to w' or w' is adjacent v, where v' and w' are the corresponding GREY nodes that v and w can only use to connect, respectively. This produces contradiction and hence n < 13, indicating that at most 12 GREY nodes is adjacent to a common BLACK node after removing the redundant ones. As the nodes in the odd layer are BLACK and the nodes in the even layer are GREY, so for the odd layer PROOF. First the WHITE nodes in G are scheduled by GSSP, which regards all the WHITE nodes as the input sender set A and BLACK nodes in G as the input receiver set B . For that a BLACK node has a parent marked GREY, so a BLACK node in B is adjacent to at most 1  WHITE nodes in A . Thus according to Lemma 1, it takes at most 23  to schedule all the WHITE nodes.
Then the BLACK nodes and GREY nodes are scheduled layer by layer. When scheduling the nodes in layer i of the data aggregation tree T , GSSP regards all the nodes in Layer i as the sender set A and all the nodes in Layer i-1 as the receiver set B. Based on Lemma 6 and Lemma 1, we can easily calculate that when scheduling the even layer (BLACK nodes), it takes at most 7 working periods and when scheduling the odd layer (WHITE nodes), it takes at most 21 working periods. The layer 1 is a special case, 
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Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC Therefore, in total it takes at most 28 2 29 R    working periods to schedule all the nodes in G by GAS-PAS.
Theorem 2
The upper bound of the latency of GAS-SAS is 13
working periods, where R and  are the network radius and the maximum node degree of G, respectively. PROOF. The proof of Theorem 2 is similar with Theorem 1 except that for Theorem 2, we employ Lemma 2 to bind the latency of MGSSP in GAS-SAS. Similarly, the maximum number of working periods needed for scheduling all the nodes except for the sink in G by GAS-SAS is
This finishes the proof. Form Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we can conclude that the worst-case latency of GAS-PAS and GAS-SAS are both bounded by () OR periods, which indicates that the proposed algorithms achieve constant approximation to the optimal latency [8] .
Simulation Results
In this section, we conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the latency performance of GAS-PAS and GAS-SAS. The sensor nodes are deployed randomly and uniformly in a region of 200m*200m and the sink is deployed in the centre of the region. All nodes have the same transmission range and interference range. As our algorithms are designed for duty-cycling WSN, we first simulate the aggregation time in terms of the duty cycle, which is defined as the ratio between the active time and the whole working period, i.e., 1/|P|. We fix the number of nodes in the region as 100 and the transmission range as 30m. The values of duty cycle are 5%, 6.67%, 10%, 12.5%, 20%, 25%, 33.3% and 50% according to |P|=20, 15, 10, 8, 5, 4, 3 and 2, respectively. From Figure 2 , we can see that when the duty cycle increases, the number of working periods also increases. This lies in the fact more nodes can be scheduled when the length of a working period is long while few nodes can be scheduled when the length is short. However, when the duty cycle decreases, the total aggregation time slots may increase as showed in Figure 3 . From both Figure 2 and Figure 3 , we can see that given the same duty cycle, GAS-SAS needs fewer working periods than GAS-PAS because GAS-SAS tries to schedule as much nodes as possible during one working period. We then compare GAS-PAS and GAS-SAS with the state-of-the-art algorithms for MLAS problem. The algorithms compared with are the best centralized algorithm EPAS in [] and the best distributed algorithm CluDDAS in []. As these algorithms are both designed for non-duty-cycling WSN, we slightly modify them for dc-WSN. If node u sends data to node v at the time slot t according to the schedule result of EPAS and CluDDAS, then u will send data to node v at the active slot of v during the working period t in the modified algorithms, namely M-EPAS and M-CluDDAS for dc-WSN. We fix the duty cycle as 20%. Figure 4 shows the total number of working periods in terms of the number of nodes in the region ranging from 100 to 800. Here the transmission range is fixed as 30m. Figure 5 shows the total number of working periods in terms of the transmission range varing from 15m to 50m, where the number of nodes is fixed as 400. We can see that the increasement of either the number of nodes or the transmission range will cause the nuber of working periods for all the algorithms increase because at such circumstances the interference between the nodes will be more severe. We also can see that both GAS-PAS and GAS-SAS outperform the others with less woring periods in Figure 4 and 5. This is because that conflicting nodes in non-duty-cycling WSN can transmit in the same working period in duty-cycling WSN, as long as they transmit in different slots during a working period. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the data aggregation scheduling problem in duty-cycling wireless sensor networks, aiming at minimizing the total latency. Based on a reduced Connected Dominating Set, we propose two heuristic algorithms GAS-PAS and GAS-SAS using greedy strategy for two cases of dc-WSN. Through theoretical analyses, we show that both GAS-PAS and GAS-SAS are nearly constant approximation. Simulations are conducted to show that both GAS-PAS and GAS-SAS have a good performance of latency comparing with state -of-the-art algorithms.
